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Introduction
What is your desired outcome for children?
Adults and Children Share Desired Outcomes
You Can Easily Contribute to Positive Outcomes
The Neuo-Nurtuirng Circle of Potential
4 Essential Elements
Experiences Make the Difference
Why?
“…early childhood 
experiences exert  a 
dramatic and precise 
impact, physically 
determining how the 
intricate neural 
circuits of the brain 
are wired.”
Newsweek, Feb. 19, 1996
Experience Dependent
Early Childhood Is Important
Regardless of the general 
environment, all children need 
stimulation and nurturance for 
healthy development.
If these are lacking or if a 
child’s caretakers are 
indifferent or hostile, the 
child’s brain development may 
be impaired…. 
…because the brain 
adapts to its 
environment, it will 
adapt to a 
negative 
environment just 
as readily as it will 
adapt to a positive 
environment.
- US DHFS, Administration for Children & Families, Children’s 
Bureau 2001
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The Prefrontal Cortex
•Prioritize thoughts
•Ability to imagine
•Think in the abstract
•Anticipate 
consequences
•Plan 
•Control impulses
•Regulate behavior
Repetitive 
experiences 
change a child
Stress Hormones
Neuro-sequential Model
© Dr. Bruce Perry

The 3’Rs: Reaching The Learning Brain
© Dr. Bruce Perry & Beacon House
Research by Dr. Emoto
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Behaviors
Cost Beneficial
What?
Share Insights & Understanding
4 Essential Elements
Physical Needs
Security Needs
Nurturing
Play
What Our Brains Do! 
Irresponsible
 Didn’t feed the dog
 Forgot homework at school
 Left dishes on the table
Responsible
 Returned library book
 Put dirty clothes in the laundry
 Brushed her teeth
Transferring Beliefs
Attention to Beliefs
Self perception is 
being developed 
and reinforced
Attention to Positives…. While Avoiding Praise
What do you pay 
attention to?
“Now you 
know the 
basics of 
what my
brain needs 
most!”
“Everyone 
should know 
about how my 
brain develops!”
Information EVERYONE Needs to Know!
How?
It Takes A Village!
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BENEFITS ARE 
SHARED ACROSS SECTORS
▪ Personal Success 
 Better Employment Attributes
 Higher Income
 Better Health 
▪ Public Externalities 
 Lower Crime
 Less Social Intervention
 Greater Civil Contributions
▪ Business
 More Skilled Workforce
 Higher Productivity
 Less Turnover
Dennis K. Winters
Chief, Office of Economic Advisors
Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development
“Stable, caring relationships are essential for healthy 
development. Children develop in an environment of relationships 
that begin in the home and include extended family members, 
early care and education providers, 
and members of the community. 
Studies show that toddlers who have secure, 
trusting relationships with parents or 
non-parent caregivers experience minimal 
stress hormone activation when frightened 
by a strange event, and those who have 
insecure relationships experience a 
significant activation of the stress response system. 
Numerous scientific studies support these conclusions: 
Providing supportive, responsive relationships as early in life as 
possible can prevent or reverse the damaging effects of toxic 
stress.”
-- Harvard Brief on Children’s Emotional Development
“Now you 
know the 
basics of 
what my
brain needs 
most!”
It Can Start with a Ripple
“If we truly want to create a world of 
difference for children, it will happen 
through a common vision, shared 
knowledge, and dedicated hearts coming 
together with an intense desire to make 
change actually happen!”
Creating Greater 
Understanding leads to 
GREAT Connections!
Now and Every Day Forward!
Create Awareness Every day…
 Newsletters
 Bulletin Boards
 E-mail Signature
 Tell Someone 
 Post on Social Network Sites
 Learn and Share Something New
 Create New Innovative Ways to Share 
 Editorials
 Public Service Announcements
 Develop or Connect with Community Groups
 Good News Stories
 Recognition Events
Create A Great Connections Network
What do you already do that makes a difference?
3 Things
1.
2.
3.
What new things will you do to make a difference?
3 Things
1.
2.
3.
“We ALL Benefit
When ALL 
Children 
Have Well 
Developed 
Brains!”
Positive Expectations!
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